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In Bohemia I wanted a decisive radical revolution which would overthrow
everything and turn everything upside down, so that after our victory the Aus-
trian government would not find anything in its old place. . . I wanted to expel
the whole nobility, the whole of the hostile clergy, after confiscating without
exception all landed estates. I wanted to distribute part of these among the
landless peasants in order to incite them to revolution, and to use the rest as a
source of additional financing for the revolution. I wanted to destroy all castles,
to burn all files of documents in all of Bohemia without exception, including
all administrative, legal, and governmental papers, and to proclaim all mort-
gages paid, as well as all other debts not exceeding a certain sum, e.g., one
or two thousand gulden. In short, the revolution I planned was terrible and
unprecedented, although directed more against things than against people.

But my plans did not stop there. I wanted to transform all Bohemia into
a revolutionary camp, to create a force there capable not only of defending
the revolution within the country, but also of taking the offensive outside Bo-
hemia. . .

All clubs, newspapers, and all manifestations of an anarchy of mere talk
were to be abolished, all submitted to one dictatorial power; the young people
and all able-bodied men divided into categories according to their character,
ability, and inclination were to be sent throughout the country to provide a
provisional revolutionary and military organization. The secret society directing
the revolution was to consist of three groups, independent of and unknown to
each other: one for the townspeople, another for the youth, and a third for the
peasants.

Each of these societies was to adapt its action to the social character of the
locality to which it was assigned. Each was to be organized on strict hierarchical
lines, and under absolute discipline, These three societies were to be directed by
a secret central committee composed of three or, at the most, five persons. In
case the revolution was successful, the secret societies were not to be liquidated;
on the contrary, they were to be strengthened and expanded, to take their place
in the ranks of the revolutionary hierarchy.

Such a revolution, not limited to one nationality, would by its example and
its fiery propaganda, attract not only Moravia, but . . . in general all adjacent
German territory.

In Russia I wanted a republic, but what kind of republic? Not a parliamen-
tary one!! I believe that in Russia, more than anywhere else, a strong dictatorial
power will be indispensable, but one which would concern itself solely with rais-
ing the standard of living and education of the peasant masses; a power free
in direction and spirit but without parliamentary privileges; free to print books
expressing the ideas of the people, hallowed by their Soviets, strengthened by
their free activity, and unconstricted by anything or anyone.
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